Collegiate Florida Cup 2013
Post Season Competition - Extra Time
In the event a match is not decided in regulation time in 2013 Collegiate Florida Cup Postseason competition, the
following protocol will be followed to reach a match decision:
There will be an extra time of twenty minutes divided into two ten-minute periods. If the match is not decided at the end
of this twenty-minute period a ten-minute sudden victory period will follow. If the game is tied after the sudden victory
period a penalty kick off will follow. A win during sudden victory is achieved through any score.
Extra time periods and breaks will be conducted accordingly to the following schedule:
1. Match is not decided in regulation time (ends in a “tie” score)
2. Five minute water break immediately following full time. Referee and captains conduct a coin toss to determine
direction and kicking team
3. 10 minute period beginning with kick off (OT #1)
4. 2 minute break – teams switch directions
5. 10 minute period beginning with kick off (OT #2)
6. Match is still not decided (period ends in “tie” score) – two minute water break – teams switch directions
7. 10 minute SUDDEN VICTORY period beginning with kick off (OT #3)
8. Match is still not decided (period ends in “tie” score) - five minute water break immediately following sudden victory
period
9. A PENALTY KICK OFF will be used to determine the winner
10. Referee and captains conduct a coin toss to determine which team will kick first
11. Each team designates 5 players out of the 15 players who last took the pitch
12. The penalty kicks will be taken at the center of the 22 meter line with each time alternating after each penalty kick
13. If the match is tied after the first 5 players have taken their penalty kick for their respective team the match will go
into SUDDEN VICTORY PENALTY KICKS
14. After the first 5 players have been used up each team will continue to designate players who have yet to take a
penalty kick
Extra Time Substitution and Replacements
Team substitutions are limited by the same eight substitutes as provided by IRB law and local practice in effect in
regulation time. (By IRB law, below international level, more than eight on a bench is permissible in law but actual
substitution is limited to eight).

2013 Fall Collegiate Florida Cup Tie Breaker
The following criteria will be used to break ties in Pool
standings at the end of Pool & Cross-over matches:
1. Head to Head
2. Win-Loss Record against teams higher in the standings
3. Point Differential
4. Fewest Points Allowed
5. Most Tries

